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Benefits
The opportunity to meet other entomologists in many disciplines and to participate in
both formal and informal discussions.
Access to the Society's extensive Library [1] and the services of the Library staff.
The house journal Antenna, [2] sent free to Fellows and Members four times per year.
Antenna contains correspondence and comment, articles, Society news, reports of
meetings, and a comprehensive diary of forthcoming world events in entomology and
related subjects.
Monthly meetings [3] with invited speakers on a range of entomological topics. Fellows
and Members may bring guests and refreshment is provided.
The Society holds many other meetings:e.g. biennial international symposia: the annual
national meetings (e.g. Ento '13 and ECE2014).
Participation in the Society's Special Interest Groups [4] (SIG's), which hold regular
meetings, and/or in the annual Postgraduate Forum.
The opportunity to subscribe to any or all of the Society's seven scientific journals [2], and
to the well-known series of Handbooks for the Identification of British Insects, at a
special rate.
Eligibility to apply for financial assistance for research projects, or for expeditions of high
entomological value, or for any purpose that is in accordance with the Society's aims.
In most cases, it is possible to obtain tax relief on Fellowship/Membership and Journals
subscriptions.
A discount of 30% on all RES handbooks is offered with online Fellow/Member journal
subscriptions
Access to all back files is included with online Fellow/Member journal subscriptions
Click here [5] to read more about applications for membership.
Click here [6] to read more about applications for fellowship.
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